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Compressed sensing is a method that allows a significant reduction
in the number of samples required for accurate measurements in
many applications in experimental sciences and engineering. In this
work, we show that compressed sensing can also be used to speed
up numerical simulations. We apply compressed sensing to extract
information from the real-time simulation of atomic and molecular
systems, including electronic and nuclear dynamics. We find that,
compared to the standard discrete Fourier transform approach, for
the calculation of vibrational and optical spectra the total propagation time, and hence the computational cost, can be reduced by
approximately a factor of five.
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recent development in the field of data analysis is the compressed sensing (CS) (or compressive sampling) method
(1, 2). The foundation of the method is the concept of sparsity:
A signal expanded in a certain basis is said to be sparse when most
of the expansion coefficients are zero. This extra information can
be used by the CS method to significantly reduce the number of
measurements needed to reconstruct a signal. CS has been successfully applied to data acquisition in many different areas (3),
including the improvement of the resolution of medical magnetic
resonance imaging (4) and the experimental study of atomic and
quantum systems (5–7).
In this article we show that CS can also be an invaluable tool
for some numerical simulations with a considerable reduction of
the computational cost. We focus on atomistic simulations of
nanoscopic systems by using CS to extract frequency-resolved information from real-time methods such as molecular dynamics
(MD) and real-time electron dynamics.
MD (8, 9) is one of the most widely used methods to study
atomistic systems computationally as it can be used to compute
many static and dynamical properties. In MD the trajectory of the
atomic nuclei is obtained by integrating their equations of motion
either with parametrized force fields or else by explicitly modeling the electrons (10). Given the importance of MD, developing
methods that can improve the precision and reduce the computational cost of this method, especially for ab initio MD, can have a
large impact in the field of atomistic simulation.
Real-time electron dynamics, in particular real-time timedependent density functional theory (TDDFT) (11), plays a similarly important role in the study of linear and nonlinear electronic
properties (12–15). Because of its scalability and parallelizability,
real-time TDDFT is particularly efficient for large electronic systems (16), so an additional reduction in the computational cost
can extend the boundaries of the system sizes that can be studied.
Many physical properties are represented by frequency-dependent quantities. To obtain these from real-time information,
usually a discrete Fourier transform (FT) is used. Our approach
is to replace this FT by a calculation of the Fourier coefficients
based on the CS method. To obtain a given frequency resolution,
the CS method requires a total propagation time that is several
times smaller than that required by the FT.
CS has the potential to provide across the board speedup for
many applications involving the computation of sparse spectra.
Moreover, this speedup may be obtained without making any
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changes to the underlying propagation code used in different
types of electronic and nuclear calculations; one simply replaces
the FTalgorithm with the CS method, making the approach quite
straightforward to implement. This paper introduces CS and
demonstrates its broad utility in computational chemistry and
physics by applying it to the calculation of various nuclear and
electronic spectra of small molecules. The resulting computer
code is available as open source software.
The article is structured as follows. We first introduce the CS
method and show how it may be applied to the determination
of Fourier coefficients. Next, we apply CS to the calculation of
vibrational, optical absorption, and circular dichroism (CD) spectra. We then proceed to a discussion of the numerical methods
used in our CS implementation. Finally, we offer conclusions and
an outlook.
Compressed Sensing
In this section, we briefly introduce the application of the CS
method to the calculation of Fourier coefficients. More details
about the method and its origins may be found in refs. 17–19.
For simplicity, we assume that we want to calculate a certain
frequency-resolved quantity gðωÞ that is given by the sine transform of a certain time-resolved function hðtÞ
Z ∞
dt sinðωtÞhðtÞ
[1]
gðωÞ ¼
−∞

(the analysis is equally valid for the cosine transform). Because
we are interested in numerical solutions, we need to think in
terms of discrete quantities. For the numerical problem, we consider that hðtÞ has been sampled at N t equidistant times tj ¼ Δtj.
We want to obtain fg1 ; g2 ; …; gN ω g at N ω equally spaced frequencies ωj ¼ Δωj.
In principle, the gk can be directly obtained using the discrete
FT,
gk ¼

Nt

∑

Δt sinðωk tj Þhj :

[2]

j¼1

However, if we expect that many of the Fourier coefficients are
zero, a property known as sparsity, we can use this additional
information to obtain more precise results. This property is the
basis for the CS scheme.
We start by reformulating the discrete Fourier transform in
Eq. 2 as a matrix inversion problem. From this perspective, we
are trying to solve the linear equation for g,
Fg ¼ h;

[3]
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A

where F is the N ω × N t Fourier matrix with entries
[4]

0

g

subject to Fg ¼ h;

[5]

which is what one solves in practice (where jgj1 ¼ ∑k jgk j is the
standard 1-norm).
The CS scheme can be generalized to allow for a certain
amount of noise in the time-resolved signal. In this case the problem to be solved is known as basis pursuit denoising (BPDN)
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Our objective is to obtain sensible results with N t as small as
possible. Thus, we are interested in the case N ω > N t , where the
linear system is underdetermined, and there are many solutions
for g (in fact, one of them will be given by Eq. 2). From all
the solutions of Eq. 3, we select the one that has the largest number of zero coefficients: the sparsest solution. This procedure
turns out to be equivalent to the so-called basis pursuit (BP) optimization problem (18)
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Vibrational Spectra
MD can be used to obtain information about the vibrational
modes of atomic systems. Experimentally, the quantities that
usually give access to the vibrational modes are the infrared and
Raman spectra that can be obtained from MD as the Fourier
components of the electronic polarization and polarizability, respectively. If we are only interested in the vibrational frequencies,
from the nuclear velocities fvi g we can calculate the velocity autocorrelation function
D
E
vi ðtÞ · vi ð0Þ
E;
γðtÞ ¼ D ∑i
[7]
vi ð0Þ · vi ð0Þ
∑i
where the brackets indicate the average over the ensemble. The
cosine transform of γ is the vibrational frequency distribution
(20)
Z
f ðωÞ ¼ dtγðtÞ cosðωtÞ:
[8]
Because this spectrum is composed of a finite number of frequencies (fewer than three times the number of atoms in the system),
the calculation is ideal for the CS method.
To illustrate the properties of the CS method we start with a
simple case, the single vibrational frequency of a diatomic molecule, Na2 , which we simulate using ab initio MD. In Fig. 1, we
show how the vibrational spectrum depends on the amount of
time for which the velocity autocorrelation is calculated, both for
CS and for the discrete FT with a standard polynomial damping
function. Whereas the FT requires long propagations to resolve
the vibrational frequency, the CS method gives a well-defined
peak even with less than one oscillation of the molecular vibrational mode. That the peak is well-defined, however, does not
imply that the peak position is converged. As seen in Fig. 2, the
peak position oscillates with the total sampling time until it converges to the true value after a few periods are sampled. For the
FT, on the other hand, the peak position, obtained by fitting the
Andrade et al.
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Fig. 1. Frequency distribution spectrum of Na2 calculated using FT and
CS for different total propagation times: (A) 100 fs, (B) 600 fs, and (C) 4,000 fs.
(Left) The velocity autocorrelation function and (Right) the frequency
spectrum.

spectrum to a Gaussian function, is well-defined when more than
one period is sampled, but the width of the peak converges very
slowly with the sampling time. This difference in behavior of CS
and FT has been reported previously, for example, in ref. 21. We
remark that the CS process does not use any additional information about the signal beyond assuming it is sparse.
The advantage of the CS approach is further illustrated when
several closely spaced frequencies must be resolved. To demonstrate this advantage, we calculate the vibrational spectrum for a
benzene molecule from an ab initio MD simulation in Fig. 3. We
can see that the CS approach with 1,000 fs gives a spectrum that is
better resolved than the FT results for 5,000 fs, which directly
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Fig. 2. Error in the vibrational frequency of Na2 computed by CS with
respect to total time. For comparison we plot the positions and width
of the peak obtained by using a discrete FT. For the FT, the position, ω0 ,
and the width, σ, are fit by assuming the peak has a Gaussian form
A exp½−ðω − ω0 Þ 2 ∕ð2σ 2 Þ. For CS, the peak width corresponds to the energy
spacing, 0.01 1∕cm.
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where η represents the level of noise in the signal. BPDN is the
formulation we use in our case, because we expect a certain
amount of noise coming from the finite-precision numerical calculations (and possibly other sources).
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Fig. 3. Vibrational frequency distribution spectrum of benzene. Comparison
of a CS calculation with 1,000 fs and FT with 5,000 fs.

translates into a reduction of the computational time by five times
or more. It is reasonable to expect that equivalent gains can be
obtained for the computer simulation of other vibrational spectroscopies such as infrared and Raman.
Optical Absorption Spectra
Optical absorption is an electronic process. Although it can be
calculated from a linear response framework (22, 23), it can also
be obtained from real-time electron dynamics (12). To obtain
the spectrum from real-time dynamics the electronic system is
propagated under the effect of an electric field of the form
Eðr; tÞ ¼ κδðtÞ. From the propagation the time-dependent dipole
moment pðtÞ is obtained, and from the dipole the frequencydependent polarizability can be obtained as (atomic units are
used in the next two sections)
Z
1 ∞
αij ðωÞ ¼
dte −iωt ½pj ðtÞ − pj ð0Þ:
[9]
κi 0
To obtain the full α tensor three propagations are required (with κ
in different directions).
The absorption cross-section is related to the trace of the imaginary part of the polarizability tensor
σðωÞ ¼

3
4πω
Im
α ðωÞ:
∑ ii
3c

[10]

i¼1

The optical absorption spectrum is an ideal candidate for the
application of CS. For a molecule, the electronic transitions
between bound states produce a discrete spectrum in the low
energy region. At higher energies, the transitions to unbound
states produce a continuous spectrum. In general, electronic
structure calculations cannot capture this continuous spectrum
and approximate it as a sequence of discrete excitations, so in
practice the whole spectrum is sparse.
In Fig. 4, we show the optical absorption spectrum for benzene
calculated via real-time TDDFT. There we illustrate the effect of
the propagation time on the spectrum for CS and FT. From the
figure, it is clear that the CS method is capable of resolving the
spectrum much better and with a shorter propagation time than a
discrete FT. Because the two methods have different convergence
properties, as discussed in the previous section, it is difficult to
rigorously quantify the speedup afforded by CS. Nevertheless, by
comparing the FT at 25 fs with CS at 5 fs, we can see that the FT
requires approximately five times the propagation time as CS to
achieve a similar resolution. Note that for a sampling time of 1 fs,
the CS spectrum is not particularly sparse, perhaps due to the fact
13930 ∣
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Fig. 4. Optical absorption spectra for benzene computed from real-time
TDDFT with different propagation times. Comparison between CS and
discrete FT. Experimental results from ref. 41.

that the 1-norm minimization is not a good measure of sparsity in
the very short-time regime (1).
CD Spectra
Another property that can be calculated from real-time electron
dynamics is CD spectra (24, 25). A CD spectrum measures the
difference in a chiral molecule’s response to left and right circularly polarized light. The real-time calculation is performed in the
same manner as the optical absorption case, but the key quantity
to be calculated is now the time-dependent orbital magnetization
mðtÞ. The frequency-dependent electric-magnetic cross-response
tensor may be obtained as

βij ðωÞ ¼

ic
ωκi

Z

∞
0

dte −iωt ½mj ðtÞ − mj ð0Þ:

[11]

The rotatory strength, which is the quantity typically plotted in
CD spectra, is related to the trace of the imaginary part of βðωÞ
according to
Andrade et al.

3
ω
Im
β ðωÞ:
∑ ii
πc

[12]

i¼1

The rotatory strength RðωÞ is suitable to the CS scheme because
it is sparse in frequency space. In fact, the peaks in a CD spectrum
are located at the same positions as in an absorption spectrum.
However, the CD spectrum contains both positive and negative peaks.
Fig. 5 compares the CD spectrum for (R)-methyloxirane as
computed by FT and CS for two different propagation times
(10 and 50 fs). As can be seen from the figure, for a given propagation time, the CS method provides better spectral resolution
than the discrete FT. In fact, just as with linear absorption, FT
requires a propagation time approximately five times as long
as CS to obtain a comparable spectral resolution (as can be seen
by comparing the 50 fs FT with the 10 fs CS).
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Fig. 5. CD spectrum computed for (R)-methyloxirane from real-time TDDFT
with different propagation times. Comparison between discrete FT and CS.
Because the CS process is nonlinear we compute the spectra in two ways. CS
before trace: The spectra is calculated for each direction using CS and then
the trace, Eq. 12, is computed. CS after trace: The trace is calculated in the
time domain and then the CS process is used over this averaged signal.

Andrade et al.

Fig. 5 also illustrates another feature of CS: Unlike a discrete
FT, the CS method is nonlinear. Adding together time-resolved
signals and then applying CS generally gives different results from
applying CS first and then adding together the results in the frequency domain, particularly if not all the peaks are well-resolved.
In other words, the use of CS to convert time-resolved data into
the frequency domain, as in Eq. 11, and the calculation of the
trace, as in Eq. 12, do not commute. Hence, there are two
approaches to obtain the CD spectrum: We can perform CS for
each propagation direction and then compute the trace, or we can
compute the trace in the time domain and then perform CS.
Both approaches are shown in Fig. 5; at 10 fs, they give similar
but not identical results. Performing the CS after the trace appears to give a cleaner spectrum with fewer and better resolved
peaks, as expected from the sparsity requirement. For longer
propagation times (50 fs), all of the peaks are more fully resolved
and the two approaches converge. In any event, both approaches
to CS provide much improved resolution over a FT for a given
propagation time. This effect is also present in the absorption
spectra, but to a much lesser degree, probably because the spectra
are nonnegative.
Numerical Methods
Numerically, to find a spectrum using the CS method we need
to solve Eq. 6. This problem is not trivial, so we rely on the
spectral projected gradient for 1-norm minimization (SPGL1)
algorithm developed by van den Berg and Friedlander (26). To
avoid numerical stability issues we work with a normalized BPDN
problem, where the prefactor 2Δω∕π of the F matrix, Eq. 4, is left
out and h is normalized. These prefactors are then included in g
after the solution is found. This strategy has the additional advantage of making the noise parameter η of Eq. 6 dimensionless.
Because we do not have an a priori estimate for η, we do not
set it directly. As the SPGL1 algorithm finds a sequence of approximate solutions with decreasing values of η, we set the target
value to zero. We assume that the calculation is converged when
the value of η falls below a certain threshold (10 −7 ) or the active
space of the system, the set of nonzero coefficients, has not changed for a certain number of iterations (50). In the former case we
consider that a solution of the BP problem, Eq. 5, has been found.
For all the calculations presented here η < 10 −3 .
CS is much more costly numerically than the discrete FT
approach, as it usually involves several hundred matrix multiplications. However, this increased computational cost is not a problem for the applications we are proposing because this process
normally only takes a few minutes, much less than the computation time required to simulate the real-time dynamics of large
atomic systems.
All the calculations presented in this article are performed
using the OCTOPUS code (16, 27) at the (time-dependent) density
functional theory level with the PBE exchange correlation functional (28). The adiabatic MD calculations are performed from
first principles using the modified Ehrenfest method (29, 30) with
an ionic timescale factor (μ) of 30 for Na2 and 5 for benzene. The
systems are given initial velocities equivalent to 300 K and the
MD is performed at constant energy.
All calculations use norm-conserving pseudo-potentials with a
real-space grid discretization. The shape of the grid is a union of
boxes around each atom. We choose the grid parameters to ensure proper convergence of the results to an accuracy of 1%. For
Na2 we use a spacing of 0.375 a.u. with a sphere radius of 12 a.u.,
and the MD time step is 0.057 fs. For benzene, the grid spacing is
0.35 a.u., the radius is 14 a.u., and the time step is 0.0085 fs for
MD and 0.0017 fs for real-time TDDFT. For (R)-methyloxirane,
the spacing is 0.378 a.u., the sphere radius is 15.1 a.u., and the
time step is 0.0008 fs for real-time TDDFT. For the vibrational
spectrum calculation we use a time step 10 times the one of the
MD, the energy step is 0.01 1∕cm, and the maximum spectrum
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RðωÞ ¼

energy is 5;000 1∕cm. For the benzene optical absorption spectra, we use a time step of 0.0017 fs, the energy step is 0.027 eV,
and the maximum spectrum energy is 820 eV. For the (R)-methyloxirane CD spectra, the time step is 0.0008 fs, the energy step
is 0.01 eV, and the maximum spectrum energy is 330 eV. The
structure of benzene was taken from ref. 31 and the structure
of (R)-methyloxirane was taken from ref. 32.
All discrete FTs are performed using third-order polynomial damping: Each signal at time t is multiplied by pðtÞ ¼
1 − 3ðt∕TÞ 2 þ 2ðt∕TÞ 3 prior to Fourier transform, where T is the
time length of the signal (33).
The SPGL1 method used for CS was implemented into
OCTOPUS based on a Fortran translation of the original MatLab
code of van den Berg and Friedlander (26). We plan to release
this implementation as a stand-alone tool in the near future (for
the moment the code can be obtained from the OCTOPUS repository).
Conclusions
We have shown that the CS method can be applied to the numerical calculation of different kinds of atomic and electronic spectra. These results give a significant reduction of the computational
time required for the numerical simulations. For the systems tested
in this work, we find that it is possible to obtain a speedup of five
for CS as compared to the discrete FT. Because the number of
samples required for CS depends on the sparsity of the signal
(18), this ratio could change for other systems.
The effect of this reduction is to increase the size of the systems
that are currently accessible to numerical simulations, and to
make possible simulations with more precise, but more costly,
methods. It also means that other types of simulations become
more affordable from a real-time perspective, for example the
combined dynamics of nuclei and electrons that are constrained
to short simulation times by the fast dynamics of the electron.
In this work, we have shown the application of CS to the calculation of a few types of spectra, but the method most likely
can be applied to other quantities as well, such as nonlinear optical
response (14, 15), magnetic CD (34), semiclassical nuclear dynamics (35), and two-dimensional spectroscopy (36, 37). Of course,
the method is not limited to atomistic simulations and could be
applied to simulations in all scientific fields.
Probably the main advantage of CS is that it is a simple and
universal approach that works as a drop-in replacement for the
FT for many applications where discrete or sparse spectra need to
be calculated. The main limitation of the CS approach is that
it may not be as beneficial for quantities that are not sparse.
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